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Abstract

In collaboration with the network of genetics clinics in Scotland, a brief questionnaire was designed to gather data
prospectively about the impact of information arising from pedigree research provided by Scottish Cancer Registry
personnel. Pedigree research in Scotland is facilitated by access to public records of births, deaths, marriages, and
historic census returns up to 1901, and enables the construction of accurate and extensive family pedigrees
encompassing generations beyond the detailed knowledge of the proband. Subject to existing confidentiality
guidelines, linkage of these pedigrees to cancer registration records results in a more comprehensive family history
including the age at diagnosis of any cancer, multiple primary cancers, and cancers unreported from death
certificates. Of 454 requests for pedigree research completed between 1 April 2002 and 31 March 2003,
questionnaires were returned for 425 (94%). The information fed back to genetics clinics led to changes in family
history, risk categorisation, and management in 41%, 30%, and 23% of cases, respectively. Management advice
altered in both directions, that is, to institute active follow-up and surveillance of clinic attendees and their relatives
where none was previously envisaged, and viceversa. The interests of current and future generations of patients
concerned about their familial risk of cancer will be served by measures which enable cancer registries to collect data
that are as accurate and complete as possible.

Introduction

In recent years, growing public awareness of the familial
risks of cancer has led to an increase in demand for
advice about these risks and in the numbers of referrals
to genetics clinics. Until the late 1990s in Scotland,
services in genetics clinics for people at increased risk of
cancer had developed in a somewhat fragmented and
uncoordinated way. There were no agreed criteria for
determining categories of risk, nor agreed protocols for
management of those individuals considered to be at
moderate or high risk. In 1998, a report was published,
setting out a framework for the development of a

coordinated cancer genetics service in Scotland, based
around the existing network of four major centres
(Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Dundee) [1]. This
made the case for additional NHS investment to meet
escalating demand, but also defined the risk categories
‘low’ (low additional), ‘medium’ (moderate), and ‘high’,
and included proposals for management of individuals
in the medium and high risk categories which, while
subject to review, represent the current consensus in
Scotland.

Since genetic counselling may lead on to very
significant interventions, such as prophylactic mastec-
tomy, it is essential that the advice offered by the clinical
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geneticist is based on as accurate an assessment of an
individual’s risk as possible. Based on the knowledge
that self-reported family histories may often be inaccu-
rate [2], cancer registries in the UK are often asked to
verify the reported histories of cancer in relatives of
attendees at genetics clinics. In Scotland, the numbers of
such enquiries from clinical geneticists received by the
national cancer registry increased from approximately
60 in 1994 to 1963 in 2003. This rapid increase in
workload has led to the appointment of a dedicated
NHS genealogist within the Scottish Cancer Registry to
oversee, coordinate and undertake most of this work. As
well as dealing with straightforward ad hoc requests for
diagnostic confirmation, she also undertakes pedigree
research routinely on behalf of clinical geneticists. All
this work is facilitated by having controlled access to
information held by the cancer registry for verification
of cancer histories. Pedigree research is assisted addi-
tionally by relatively low cost, unlimited access to
indexes and full public records through the General
Register Office for Scotland, including births, deaths,
marriages, and census returns up to, and including, the
1901 census. This allows the construction of accurate
and extensive family pedigrees encompassing genera-
tions beyond the detailed knowledge of the proband.
Linkage of these pedigrees to cancer registration records
results in a more comprehensive family history, includ-
ing the age at diagnosis of any cancers, multiple primary
cancers, and cancers unreported from death certifica-
tion.

Support for clinical genetics services operates within
guidelines drawn up by the UK Association of Cancer
Registries – a fundamental principle underpinning these
guidelines is that information relating to a living relative
will not be disclosed without the written informed
consent of that person [3]. In practice, the withholding
of consent in these circumstances is unusual.

In this paper, we report on the impact of pedigree
research information supplied to clinical genetics ser-
vices during a recent 12-month period, with particular
reference to alterations in family history, risk categor-
isation and patient management.

Materials and methods

In collaboration with the network of genetics clinics
in Scotland, a brief questionnaire was designed to gather
data prospectively about the impact of information
arising from pedigree research provided by Scottish
Cancer Registry personnel. The questionnaire now
accompanies each response to a request from a genetics
clinic for pedigree research. The present analysis is based
on returned questionnaires relating to requests for
pedigree research completed between 1 April 2002 and
31 March 2003. Results are displayed as numbers of
cases (i.e., genetics clinics attendees) and percentages of
the total number of cases, with 95% confidence intervals
calculated by the exact method.

Results

Of 454 completed requests for pedigree research, ques-
tionnaires were returned for 425 (94%). The information
fed back to genetics clinics led to changes in family
history, risk categorisation, and management in 41%,
30%, and 23% of cases, respectively (Table 1). Risk
category was downgraded in 14% of cases, and increased
in 16% of cases. Consequently, management advice
altered in both directions, that is, to institute active
follow-up and surveillance of clinic attendees and their
relatives where none was previously envisaged, and
vice versa.

Discussion

The central importance of population-based cancer
registries in cancer control has been recognised for a
long time [4]. As well as their traditional role in public
health surveillance and epidemiological research, cancer
registration data are increasingly being used in the
evaluation of cancer screening and treatment services.
Perhaps the most notable achievement in relation to
oncology has been to contribute most of the evidence
supporting the trend towards multidisciplinary care and
specialisation [5]. The use of cancer registration data to

Table 1. Impact of pedigree research and diagnostic confirmations on

family history, risk categorisation, and patient management.

Impact on Pedigree research

Number of

cases

% of cases 95% CIs

Family history

Not known/not stated 5 1.2 0.4, 2.7

No bearing on family history 21 4.9 3.1, 7.5

Helped confirm existing

family history

227 53.4 48.5, 58.2

Altered existing family history 172 40.5 35.8, 45.3

Risk categorisation

Not known/not stated 8 1.9 0.8, 3.7

No change in risk category 291 68.5 63.8, 72.9

Altered risk category 126 29.6 25.3, 34.2

Low to moderate 27 6.4 4.2, 9.1

Low to high 3 0.7 0.2, 2.0

Moderate to low 36 8.5 6.0, 11.5

Moderate to high 36 8.5 6.0, 11.5

High to moderate 19 4.5 2.7, 6.9

High to low 4 0.9 0.3, 2.4

Other* 1 0.2 0.0, 1.3

Patient management

Not known/not stated 27 6.4 4.2, 9.1

No bearing on patient

management

53 12.5 9.5, 16.0

Increased confidence in,

but did not alter patient

management

248 58.4 53.5, 63.1

Altered patient management 97 22.8 18.9, 27.1

* Risk altered from moderate for ovarian cancer to moderate for colon

cancer.
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support direct patient care is a more recent develop-
ment, with two obvious examples in the UK. Firstly, the
accumulation of evidence that patients treated at a
young age with supra-diaphragmatic radiotherapy for
Hodgkin’s disease appear to be at high risk of develop-
ing subsequent breast cancer prompted a recent patient
identification, notification and counselling exercise
which was founded on case listings supplied by cancer
registries. Secondly, and related to the subject of this
paper, cancer registries are increasingly becoming
involved in supporting the counselling activities of
clinical genetics services. It is salutory to note, especially
in the context of recent debates about confidentiality [6]
and the view expressed by some that informed consent
should be an absolute requirement for cancer registra-
tion, that these developments were not, of course,
anticipated in the era when many cancer registries were
established. Clearly, the interests of current and future
generations of patients concerned about their familial
risk of cancer will be served by measures which enable
registries to continue to collect data that are as accurate
and complete as possible, in keeping with the fourth
principle of the Data Protection Act 1998 [7].

The information arising from pedigree research
carried out by our cancer registry-based genealogy
service led to changes in patient and/or family manage-
ment by genetics clinics in almost a quarter of cases. We
believe that these changes were, primarily, a direct result
of the alterations in existing family history, rather than
any effect of reinforcing current recommendations with
regard to risk categorisation and management, since
these are already well established in every day practice
among clinical geneticists in Scotland. In the interests of
a high return rate of questionnaires and avoiding bias,
we restricted the information collected in our study to a
bare minimum. The exceptionally high response rate
(94%) and the low proportion of ‘not known/not stated’
responses suggests that we can have confidence in our
results.

We believe the clinical cancer genetics service in
Scotland to be unique in the sense that it is underpinned,
not only by controlled access to cancer registry infor-
mation, but also by routine access to pedigree research

facilitated by relatively low-cost access to public records.
Furthermore, the service operates within a well-devel-
oped and coordinated framework with consensus about
the definition of risk categories that form the basis of
agreed management protocols. Against the background
of a rapidly expanding knowledge base of cancer
genetics, pressures of space that mitigate against the
long-term storage of medical records, and the demon-
strable benefits of cancer registry data in support of
genetic counselling, the interaction between cancer
registries and genetics clinics seems likely to continue
to increase.
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